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Part IV: 

Vedic Astrology in the Sphere of Health and Disease-Various Aspects 

Dr. Prema Shanker raises basic questions, as to how Vedic Astrologers look 

at health and disease? 

 

Q1: How do Astrologers prognosticate health and disease? 

Astrological Origin of Cancer and Preventive Remedial Measures. 

The findings of Prof. V. K. Choudhry, regarding Cancer-how the same is 

sourced in natal afflictions from Ra-Ke. 

VC File: FHB VC28.mpg(6Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vlagv9yjy5j2igq/FHB%20VC28.mpg?dl=0 

 

 

Q2: Dr. Prema Shanker is asking the question about ‘habitual-cultural’ 

Remedial Measures, and seeks to know, if these will qualify to be Remedial 

Measures at all? Sri Sankara Bhagavadpada talks about the Healing Power of 

the Remedial Measurwes. 

VC File: FHB VC29.mpg(8Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6duu2y5xqyqllha/FHB%20VC29.mpg?dl=0 

 

Q3: Dr Prema Shanker enquires into the Vedic Astrologer’s method of 

analysing the professional sphere? Sri Sambasiva Ramanananda, mentions the 

approach and the variables considered and Sri Sankara Bhagavadpada, 

elaborates on this, keeping the Systems Approach[SA] in mind. Enormous 

Benefits from Vedic Astrology accrue when there is the Intention to 

Understand. VC File: FHB VC30.mpg(6Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/3a43c9b4o0u5d69/FHB%20VC30.mpg?dl=0 

 

Q4: Dr. Prema Shanker and Sri Chandrasekar Kannan, raise the subtle question 

as to the relative importance of the Rasi Chart[RC], as against the many 

Divisional Charts[DCs]. Taking an illustrative example, Sri Sankara 

Bhagavadpada explains how it is important to examine the RC, as well as the 

DC in question, for the given sphere, in a wide-angled vision. 

VC File: FHB VC31.mpg(6.20Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ibwork5ruw1bbco/FHB%20VC31.mpg?dl=0 
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Q5: Dr Prema Shanker enquires how Vedic Astrology throws light in the 

educational sphere, so that children may be spared much stress and an agonizing 

time during their school and college years. Two or three stunning case studies 

are narrated by Sri Sankara Bhagavadpada, to illustrate his point. 

VC File: FHB VC32.mpg(6Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6ossm2hv6x3rqw6/FHB%20VC32.mpg?dl=0 

 

Q6: Dr. Prema Shanker raises the question, as to how the self-Knowledge given 

by Vedic Astrology has brought peace into the hearts of individuals? Society 

unconsciously creates conflict in individuals. self-Knowledge in the spheres of 

marital life, professional life, spiritual life. How does self-Knowledge help us to 

take the right decisions? 

VC File: FHB VC33.mpg(9Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/x510wdq5rtgbxyv/FHB%20VC33.mpg?dl=0 

 

 

Q7: Sri Chandrasekar Kannan, asks if self-Knowledge offers another route to 

fulfilment in life? He asks whether we are succumbing to social and familial 

pressure and thereby creating conflict within ourselves? In answering this 

question, Sri Sankara Bhagavadpada stresses on the power of integrity in life.  

VC File: FHB VC34.mpg(6:40Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zcgj53dx1xlr72o/FHB%20VC34.mpg?dl=0 

 

Q8: Sri Chandrasekar Kannan, asks about the place of self-Knowledge in Vedic 

Astrology. Vedic Astrology in the material spheres of Artha & Kama, as against 

Vedic Astrology in the spiritual spheres of Dharma & Moksha. 

VC File: FHB VC35.mpg(7Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/buhkjvhg9q67pq8/FHB%20VC35.mpg?dl=0 

 

Q9: Dr. Prema Shanker asks questions in Medical Astrology. She asks how 

Vedic Astrology throws light on Health and Diseases? 

VC File: FHB VC36.mpg(5.28Mts) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qn3mfkf1j11ybv3/FHB%20VC36.mpg?dl=0 

 

 


